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Lucy’s Gift to Pook Lane – Malinda Griffin 

In December, we were all set to start planting up parts of the thinning and neglected Pook Lane 
hedgerows; the plan is to protect the Lane’s biodiversity through maintaining the shelter and insect 
life provided by hedging woody species, plus hoping that the developing hedgerow roots would 
strengthen the high sided bank and prevent further collapses into the drainage ditches. 
 

 

Lucy and Thomas planting the crab apple tree in 
Pook Lane.   

Photo:  Christina Novis 

300 native hedging whips had been requested 
from the OVO and TCV “I Dig Trees” scheme, 
and the Wade Lane landowner had granted 
permission to work alongside his field boundary. 
It just needed some fair weather for planting to 
begin but a lot of January and February was 
unhelpfully wet and windy. 
 
The wait was brightened though by a surprise 
phone call from a local mum; she explained her 
daughter, Lucy, who has her birthday in 
January, wanted more than anything to plant a 
tree ‘to help birds’. 
 
We talked through options of location and 
species, and a crab apple for Pook Lane was 
Lucy’s final choice. Offering flowers for 
pollinators and fruit for birds, crab apple has the 
added bonus of fitting well with the types of 
trees on the west side of Pook Lane. 
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Bullace, yellow and purple plum and wild cherry 
all grow along that bank and these, according to 
Jon Stokes (Director of the Tree Council), are a 
living reminder of the history of the lane which 
was part of the boundary of the manor of 
Warblington in the mid-1600s. 
 
Lucy planted her crab apple in mid February, 
and it’s flourished. It is now carrying beautiful 
blossom. I sent Lucy photos of her tree as, 
sadly, Lucy has to wait to visit her tree because 
of COVID 19 restrictions.  With luck, when she 
does get to Pook Lane, she may find a few 
setting fruits for the many birds in the area. 
 
All 300 whips were planted whenever there was 
a break in the rain by Malinda and her husband 
Tom. Mainly hawthorn with some dogwood and 
hazel went in triple rows in a 30 m stretch, with 
a few forming a ‘glade’ around Lucy’s tree.  All 
seem to be doing well, except the Blackthorn, 
but maybe it’s early days. 
 

 

Lucy’s tree in blossom.   

Photo:  Malinda Griffin. 
 
 
Continuing with Crab Apples – Malinda Griffin 

During February, Terry and Malinda visited the Campdown field, a proposed housing development 
site despite its huge historical and biodiversity value. (See “About Trees” issue no 21 February 
2020 for further details)  
 

 

Crab apple (left) and Hawthorn (right) at 
Campdown. 

Photo:  Terry Smith 

We’d been alerted to the presence of two 
groups of hedgerow proposed for destruction in 
the planning proposals.  Our survey produced 
exciting results including identification of several 
very beautiful old but productive crab apple 
trees. Three of these trees are now recorded in 
the Ancient Tree Inventory.  

The ground beneath all of them was littered with 
crab apple fruit, clearly supporting a thriving 
field mouse population that in turn is feeding 
local birds of prey. 

Terry and Malinda both took some of these 
fruits in the hope that some of their seeds would 
germinate.  We’re delighted to have eight 
healthy seedlings; the parent trees are 
approximately 200 years old, and very good 
examples of either Veteran or ‘Early-ancient’ 
trees.  

 
The Ancient Tree Inventory advised us that the groups they stand in are best described as more 
than ‘hedgerow’. They are in fact “historic woodbank”, and were part of the 1825 boundary 
between Privet Wood and the farm lands of the Belmont estate. As “species-rich” and historically-
evidenced agricultural boundaries, they should be protected from any damage. 
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These important individual trees, (particularly 
the veteran hawthorn and crab apple), are also 
clearly in danger of destruction, either from 
development if granted or from possible pre-
emptive action by the landowner.  
 
We did request that they were TPO’d by the 
Borough Council for their undoubted landscape 
value and to protect them. Regrettably, the 
Borough Arboriculture department decided 
against it. 
 
We shall take great care of our crab apple 
seedlings – at least something of these lovely 
trees will survive into the future. 

 

Crab apple seedlings  

Photo:  Malinda Griffin. 
 
 

 
 
Hayling Update – Eric Walker 

So April lockdown came and I was told to "Go and play with your mouse", which I duly did!  
Basically, this was checking the lists of trees for gaps in the street trees on Hayling Island, taking 
into account those that HCC planted in the last couple of years and propose to plant next.  Also, 
taking suggestions from friends.  
 
Walking locally, as part of my exercise, revealed the spring bursting forth and trees I had not seen 
before.  Most significant was the HCC Street Tree, a poplar with a diameter of 1.75m, in Fathoms 
Reach, Hayling Island.  This housing estate was built on the site of the former Warners Southleigh 
Holiday Camp and the name lives on, with a cul-de-sac being named Southleigh Grove.  The 
heavy lopping has really spoilt the shape of the tree, but the form reminds me of Eric Morecambe. 
 

 

Poplar in Fathoms Reach. 

Photo:  Eric Walker 

 

Statue of Eric Morecambe, Central Promenade, 
Morecambe, Lancashire 

(image:  www.freeimages.co.uk) 
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Vandalised Tree in Stakes Hill Road – Terry Smith 

 

It appears that not everyone appreciates trees 
as much as we do. 
 
This tree was in the verge in Stakes Hill Road, 
Purbrook outside the housing development on 
the Purbrook Park School playing fields.   
 
It would take a considerable amount of force to 
snap the stem, so this is clearly deliberate. 
This is probably a highway tree although it may 
have been financed by the developer.  It is still 
alive, but will have to be removed and replaced. 

 
 
Lockdown Photos 

 

This oak tree (probably classed as Notable) was 
seen in Elizabeth Road, Purbrook in March.  
From the line at bench height, it looks as though 
it was constrained at some point; perhaps there 
was a bench around the trunk. 

 

This albino grey squirrel on a different oak was 
seen during the same walk. 

 
We tend to look for fungi in the autumn.  These two examples were seen in Gundymoor Wood, 
Purbrook in April. 

 

Cramp Ball fungus (King Alfred’s Cake) Daldinia 
concentrica is found almost exclusively on ash, 
as in this case. 

 
This unidentified fungus was found on silver 
birch. 
 

Photos: Terry Smith 
 
There are a few more photos on our website and our Facebook page.  If you see something 
interesting during your daily exercise or in your garden, please send us a photo. 
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Just one more word about apples….  Malinda Griffin 

Lockdown has certainly given many people a chance to discover and observe much more of the 
natural world around us wherever we live.  I’ve had time to appreciate so much more this year – 
watching birds in the garden, the arrival of various butterflies and the solitary bees using nesting 
sites I’ve put up. How about you?   
 
And on one of my exercise walks I came across this unexpected survivor on Dunsbury Way, Leigh 
Park.  Is it a crab apple, or some other sort of apple?  Can anyone tell us?  We can check in the 
autumn, and there’ll be a prize of a litre bottle of Chidmere Farm Apple Juice from Cobnor grown 
apples http://www.chidmere.com/Chidmerefarm/index.htm 
 
And does anyone know if it pre-dates the building of the north-south stretch of Dunsbury Way we 
know today? 

 

2 stem old coppice.  
Girth at 0.50m of 
1.32m. 
 
 

  
 
My guess is this is an old coppice, and is the last tree left standing to remind us of an old 
hedgerow; it stands at a T junction, where the old Dunsbury Way met the footpath along the 
Hermitage Stream that goes from the Staunton Estate into Havant Town. 
  

 

Map dated c.1875 on the Ancient Tree Inventory showing the position of this veteran crab apple. 
(Tree ID 201615). 
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Havant Thicket Reservoir - Public Consultation 

Portsmouth Water will hold a public consultation from 11th May on proposals to build a reservoir 
next to Havant Thicket and they would like as many people as possible to share their views.  
Feedback will help to shape the planning application, which will be submitted later this year. 

 

The proposed reservoir – aerial view 

Image:  Portsmouth Water 

 
The new reservoir would be the first to be built 
in the South East since the 1970s and is 
intended to provide reliable water supplies, help 
protect environmentally sensitive chalk streams 
in Hampshire and create a new green, leisure 
space for local communities, including a visitor 
centre, as well as a wetland to support 
threatened birds.   
 
Subject to planning permission being granted, 
the work is scheduled to be completed and the 
reservoir filled with water by 2029. 
 
 

 
Three areas of semi-natural ancient woodland need to be removed to create the reservoir: 

♦ The Avenue is a central narrow strip (850m x 80m) of replanted mainly oak woodland, 
extending north from the main Staunton Country Park woodland 

♦ Middle Clearing is a narrow strip (75m x 327m) of young oak plantation about 300 
metres west of The Avenue. A second small young oak plantation, known as Round 
Wood, is located to the south of Middle Clearing. 

♦ A Corsican Pine plantation designated as ancient replanted woodland to the north west 
of The Avenue. 

Information will be hosted on the website and social media channels, including access to a ‘virtual 
exhibition’, as well as live webinars to allow questions to be put directly to the team.  Contact will 
also be possible by telephone, e-mail and post and a printed brochure will be available. 
 

The consultation details will be live online from 11th May to 8th June.   
Further information, including the opportunity to sign up for a newsletter, is available from 
portsmouthwater.co.uk/havant-thicket-reservoir 
 
 
Memorial Wood Planting 

Portsmouth Water has been working with Havant Borough Council to establish a memorial wood 
on the proposed reservoir site.  Pupils from Warren Park School and the Positive Pathways 
volunteer group have helped to plant more than 3,000 trees this year to create a tranquil green 
space just off Swanmore Road in Warren Park. 
 
The additional trees will create a valuable new wildlife habitat, providing connection between other 
areas of woodland to allow birds and mammals, such as dormice and bats to move around and 
feed more easily.  A mixture of different tree species has been planted, including 100 that are 
already three metres high, which will help the woodland to establish a good structure more quickly. 
The trees will be protected by deer fencing.  
 
The aim is to give local people a place in which to enjoy nature and take the time to think and 
remember loved ones and others.  The woodland will be a further way of commemorating those 
who served in the two World Wars and other conflicts, including an educational aspect, teaching 
young people about the area’s connection to the armed forces and their service for our country.  
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Disease-Resistant Elm Cultivars 

We were contacted recently by Andrew Brookes who has been supervising trials of elm cultivars 
and species resistant to Dutch Elm Disease for the Hampshire & Isle of Wight Branch of Butterfly 
Conservation on five sites in the south of Hampshire.  The trials started in 2000 and were designed 

to evaluate the potential as host plants for the White-Letter Hairstreak which was then on the IUCN 
Red List as ‘in imminent danger of extinction’. 
 

 

In 2015, the White-letter Hairstreak was found breeding 
on the DED-resistant cultivars LUTECE and ‘Sapporo 
Autumn Gold’.  The discovery of the WLH on LUTECE is 
particularly significant as the leaves rarely flush before 
mid-May, a trait inherited from its Himalayan elm U. 
wallichiana ancestor, and much later than the native 
host, wych elm, suggesting the butterfly is capable of 
adapting, which means it may be able to breed on many 
different high-resistance cultivars. 
 
Male White-Letter Hairstreak on LUTECE elm at Julita, 
Sweden (note short 'tails').  Photo:  Leif Wahlberg 

 
There are now over a dozen highly-resistant elm cultivars in commerce, most now available, 
although sadly not propagated in the UK.  While standards such as 'New Horizon' are readily 
available from Hilliers, the best performing tree is currently the field elm cultivar 'Ademuz', 
described as ‘as near-perfect an elm as one could hope for’ and imported as bare-root saplings by 
Peter Shallcross in Wiltshire. 
 
Another excellent tree is the Italian cultivar 'Morfeo' which can no longer be imported owing to the 
prevalence of Elm Yellows in the region of propagation.  'Morfeo' is described as a robust, fast-
growing tree, able to free stand at a very early age. The leaves closely resemble those of the Field 
Elm and turn crimson in late October, before falling in early November.  In the UK the tree begins 
flowering in its fourth year.  Andrew has offered us a few home-propagated specimens.   
 

 

 ‘Morfeo’ cultivar on trial site. 

 

Leaf of ‘Morfeo’ cultivar. 

Photos:  Butterfly Conservation 
 
Andrew recommends planting trees in groups at about 10m spacing on a south-facing location in 
full sun which the butterfly prefers, although all the trees are shade-tolerant to a degree.   
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Like all the Dutch hybrids, the LUTECE elm's resistance is dependent on genes from its Himalayan 
elm ancestor (U. wallichiana), which has proven susceptible to the elm yellows phytoplasma, and 
young LUTECE have died from the disease in French nurseries. However, as elm yellows is 
unknown in the UK, LUTECE may still be planted with confidence, but in conjunction with other 
cultivars as an insurance against climate change and disease mutation.  
 
LUTECE is a good all-rounder, suckers freely 
and hosts the butterfly. The trees sold in the UK 
have been grown-on from plugs by Frank 
Matthews 'Trees for Life' in Worcestershire.  
Although also available direct from French 
nurseries, they're now propagated by grafting, 
which has proven a rather unreliable method in 
the long-term. 

Andrew’s latest report includes a summary of 
findings for each cultivar and details of suppliers 
and is available as a download from our 
website.   

None of the high-resistance hybrid cultivars 
have been around very long, so with the 
exception of 'Sapporo Autumn Gold' (patented 
1975) their final size and form is unknown. 

 

Sapporo Autumn Gold at Mudeford. 

Photo:  Andrew Brookes 

 
Four of the trees felled opposite the Saxon Corner housing development in Emsworth were Dutch 
Elm Disease resistant cultivars planted by Hampshire County Council as part of their own trial.  We 
are hopeful that we can encourage HCC to use some of the compensation from the developer to 
plant more elms.   
 
Andrew has offered to show us around the trees at Butterfly Conservation’s Great Fontley 
showcase plantation, an invitation which we eagerly accepted as something to look forward to 
when lockdown restrictions are eased.  
 
 

Famous Tree Saved From Fire 

A centuries-old oak in Petersfield was saved from fire on Friday 17th April. 
 

 

The Great Oak 

Photo:  East Hampshire District Council 

Hampshire Fire and Rescue Service was called 
to the tree that stands on the junction of 
Winchester Road and the A3 and gave the 
name to the Great Oak hotel.  The tree, thought 
to be up to 500 years old, was smouldering and 
throwing out a lot of smoke.  It is thought that a 
lit cigarette butt may have been thrown inside its 
hollow trunk and ignited the dead wood and dry 
leaves inside. 
 
The fire fighters filled the 20-metre tree with 
foam and the fire was extinguished.  EHDC’s 
arboricultural team inspected the oak and 
established it was healthy and unharmed. 
 

 
Cllr Ingrid Thomas, EHDC Portfolio Holder for Neighbourhood Quality, said: “The great oak in 
Petersfield is a much-loved and valuable tree and it would have been a tragedy if it had been 
destroyed by one carelessly discarded cigarette.  Well done to the Hampshire Fire and Rescue 
Service and EHDC’s Arboriculturalists for saving this wonderful and popular local feature.” 
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Free Nature & Environment Courses 

Judy has found a free Open University course on Neighbourhood Nature, designed as a one-hour 
introduction to woodland structure, species and history. 

https://www.open.edu/openlearn/nature-environment/natural-history/neighbourhood-
nature/content-section-0 
 
If you would like something more in-depth, lots of other free courses are available in the Nature & 
Environment section, including: 

♦ Introducing the environment: Ecology and ecosystems - Level 1: Introductory (5 hours) 

♦ Understanding the environment: A systems approach - Level 2: Intermediate (1 hour) 

♦ Understanding the environment: Flows and feedback - Level 2: Intermediate (12 hours) 
 
The Science, Maths & Technology section includes: 

♦ Citizen science and global biodiversity - Level 1: Introductory (24 hours) 
 
 
 
An Unusual Tree Parasite – Malinda Griffin 

Common Toothwort (Lathraea squamaria) is a unique and mysterious plant, totally lacking in 
chlorophyll; all parts of the plant are whitish, cream or very pale purple with a slightly downy 
surface.  It is very rarely seen and is quite unlike the plants we expect to see in woodland during 
spring.  It is parasitic, stealing nutrients from the roots of a few species of tree; mainly hazel, but 
also ash, maple and alder in damp, shady places such as hedgerows or river banks and water 
meadows. 

 

Common Toothwort 

Photo:  Brigit Strawbridge Howard 

The species scientific name, Lathraea, means 
“hiding” because most of this plant’s life occurs 
underground, out of sight.  Its rootstock has 
pad-like suckers that attach to its host in early 
spring for the few weeks of its life above ground.  
Scaly leaves near ground level are thought to 
help the toothwort dissipate water in order to 
increase the plant’s ability to suck nutrition from 
the host more effectively.  
 
Later in spring, Toothwort’s rather ghostly 
creamy or pinkish-purple flowers emerge on 
drooping, one-sided flower spikes. They are 
pollinated by bumble bees and seeds develop 
quickly, falling to the ground where they will 
sprout only if near a suitable host. 

By mid-summer all signs of this plant have gone. Toothwort is so well adapted to an underground 
life that it can flower and produce seeds below ground – it also has self-pollinating closed 
underground flowers with small corollas. 

Lathraea is widely distributed in Europe including the UK, but regarded as rare because it is so 
rarely spotted.  In spring, plants can be seen growing under black walnut trees on the north side of 
Kew’s Orangery. 
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Diary Dates 
 
11th May – 8th June - Public Consultation on Havant Thicket Reservoir  

Portsmouth Water will hold a public consultation on proposals to build a reservoir next to Havant 
Thicket. 

The consultation details will be live online from 11th May to 8th June.   
Further information is available from portsmouthwater.co.uk/havant-thicket-reservoir 

See separate article in this issue. 
 
 
Newsletter Contributions 

Please submit newsletter contributions to hbctreewardens@gmail.com 
Deadline for next issue:  24th May 2020 

Photographs illustrating articles or photographs on their own (with captions) would be appreciated.  
If you are not the photographer, please check you have permission and say who is so that credit 
can be given. To keep file sizes manageable, please avoid sending high resolution images. The 
ideal image size is 250KB or less. 

If you embed images in documents, please also send the images as attachments. 

Please let us know if you have ideas for future articles or subjects you would like to see included. 
 
 
Would you like your own copy of this newsletter? 

If this newsletter was forwarded to you and you would like to request your own copy, please send 
an e-mail to hbctreewardens@gmail.com 
 
 
Membership of Havant Borough Tree Wardens 

Membership is open to anyone with an interest in trees.  We do not currently charge a membership 
fee and, although we need members who want to be involved in practical tasks or the running of 
the network, we also welcome supporters.  If you would like to become a member, please request 
a membership application form by e-mail to hbctreewardens@gmail.com or download it from our 
website. https://groups.tcv.org.uk/havantboroughtreewardens/ 
 
Donations 

If you would like to make a donation to Havant Borough Tree Wardens, payments can be made 
into our bank account. 

Account No: 84937017 
Sort Code: 55-70-34 

Please include your name as a reference. 
 
 
Havant Borough Community Lottery 

You can also support us through the Havant Borough Community Lottery.  You have the chance to 
win up to £25,000, plus additional prizes in special draws, and we receive 50p from every £1 ticket.  
A further 10p is paid into a community fund and grants for specific projects are distributed from the 
fund to eligible good causes every six months.   

https://www.havantlottery.co.uk/support/havant-borough-tree-wardens 
 
 
 

 


